The main result in this paper states that the weight of a regular space is the product of three cardinal functions, namely the Lindelöf degree, the pluming degree, and the point separating weight.
Introduction.
In recent years there has been considerable interest in cardinal functions, no doubt due in large part to Arhangel'skii's recent solution [3] of Alexandroff's problem. (See Comfort's paper [6] for a survey of cardinal invariants; the fundamental tract on cardinal functions is luhász [9] .) The main result of this paper states that the weight of a regular space is the product of three cardinal functions. This result is motivated by the following three theorems, due respectively to Ponomarev [13] , Arhangel'skiï [4] , and Nagata [12] . (1) Every Lindelöf /»-space with a point-countable base has a countable base. (2) If X is a /»-space and JÍ is a net for X, then there is a base F for X with \F\fk\Jf\. (3) Every paracompact /»-space with a point-countable separating open cover is metrizable. We also study conditions under which the weight of an infinite Hausdorff space X is not greater than \X\.
Throughout this paper m and n denote cardinal numbers, a denotes an ordinal number, and \A\ denotes the cardinality of a set A. All regular spaces are Tx and all /»-spaces are Tx and completely regular.
2. The main theorem. We begin with some definitions and known results which are needed to state and prove the main theorem. Let X be a set, let 'S be a cover of X. The cover 'S is said to be separating if given distinct points p and q in X, there is some G in 'S such that p EG,q $ G. For p in X, the order of p with respect to 'S, denoted ord(/», 'S), is the cardinality of the set [G in'S :pE G}. Now let Y be a topological space. A collection JT of subsets of X is a net for X if for each point/» in .Yand each neighborhood R of p, there is some N in jV such that p e N^R. The weight of X, denoted w(X), is X0 • m, where m is the smallest cardinal number which arises as the cardinality of some base for X. The Lindelöf degree of X, denoted L(X), is X0 • m, where m is the smallest cardinal such that every open cover of X has a subcover of cardinality ^m. Now suppose X is a Tx space. Let m be the smallest cardinal such that X has a separating open cover F with ord(/>, F)-_m for all p in X. (Since X is 7\, it is easy to see that m exists and m^|Y|.) The point separating weight of if, denoted psw(Y), is X0 • m.
We now extend the concept of a /»-space to higher cardinality by introducing the pluming degree of a regular space. Our definition is based on an internal characterization of /»-spaces due to Burke [5] . A collection {'Sa: a e A} of open covers of a topological space X is a pluming for X if the following holds: if p e Gxe lSx for all a in A, then (a) CJ, = f]IXEA Gx is compact; (b) {Hae/? ^ifa finite subset of A} is a "base" for Cv in the sense that given any open set R containing Cp, there is a finite subset F of A with f)xeF GacR. Before defining the pluming degree we need the following existence result. For a regular space Y, the pluming degree of Y, denoted piX), is K0 ■ rrt, where m is the smallest cardinal such that X has a pluming {^a:a 6^4} with |,4|=m. By the above proposition, p(X)^w(X).
Also, it follows from Burke's theorem [5] that for a completely regular space X, p(X) = N0 if and only if Y is a /»-space.
The following two lemmas are used in the proof of the main theorem.
(See [11] , [7] , and [8] .) Lemma 
(Miscenko).
Let X be a set, let m be an infinite cardinal, let F be a collection of subsets of X such that oxd(p, F)^mfor all p in X, and let H be a subset of X. Then the cardinality of the set of all finite minimal covers of H by elements of F does not exceed rrt.
Lemma 2.3 (holsztyñski).
Let Xbe a Hausdorff space, let jV be a net for X with |./f |=m-Then there is an open cover ^l of X with \°l/\^m. such that given distinct points p and q in X, there exists U in °ll such that pel], qtO. for all /» in Y. We may assume that X e 5e', and hence for any subset H of X there is at least one finite minimal cover of H by elements of F, namely {X}.
First we shall prove that \F\^m. 
